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Given the number of similar questions people are asking on similar questions. Is there a way to
confirm what I want to do is the right way to go? Right now I have two servers running Windows
Server 2008 R2 Standard (both with all updates installed as of date). I have all MySQL databases

installed on both servers. I have read that for this setup it should be "out of the box" right now. If I
change the name from the MySQL server to the Server name (Server is the name of the Windows
Server, MySQL is the name of the MySQL server) will I run into any more problems? Both of the

servers are on the same network and both have the same hosts file. Thanks, Jared A: You can use
NETBIOS or NTP to keep the server up to date and avoid server reboots, but using Windows Server

Update Services (WSUS) is recommended as the automated update mechanism. As long as your two
servers have a consistent view of the server's time (for example, they're both using an NTP server or
they're both manually syncing), you won't have to run any additional checks or reboots. In addition,
WSUS can also keep your databases up to date and give you a "single pane of glass" to administer

updates across multiple operating systems, as well as be a centralized mechanism to publish
updates to the network. They're fairly easy to set up, assuming you have the resources to manage

them. Check out WU or WSUS in the Server 2008 installation media for instructions on how to install
it. Andrei Şaltănescu Andrei Şaltănescu (born 10 June 1972) is a Romanian former football defender.
Career Şaltănescu started his career at Steaua Bucureşti, and won Romanian Footballer of the Year
in the 1998–1999 season. He moved to Steaua rivals Unirea Tricolorul, but soon left them in 1999 to

join Universitatea Craiova. He spent his whole career at Universitatea Craiova, where he won the
Romanian Cup twice (2001, 2002), Romanian Supercup in 2004, the Romanian League once, and

reached the quarter-finals of the UEFA Cup. His only contribution to the national team was a single
appearance for the hosts of the 2006 World Cup, which was the only appearance by a Romanian

player
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distribution in streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats. To elucidate the dynamics of short platelet
distribution in diabetic rats, platelet distribution of two types of rat (SHR/N-cp/Le and WKY/NHsd)
were analyzed under ether anesthesia using a fluorescence microscope equipped with epi- and

exogenous-fluorescence systems. The short platelet distribution in these two rat models of diabetes
was compared by using autologous platelets as the tracer. Short platelet distribution (Dp) of

WKY/NHsd was significantly smaller than that of SHR/N-cp/Le, whereas platelet count (PC) in both rat
models of diabetes was significantly higher than in the control group. Dp values of WKY/NHsd was
significantly larger than that of SHR/N-cp/Le (P Q: How to make the two radio buttons behave the

same for an auction script? EDIT: So I'm starting to understand this a little better. To make it easier
to understand here is an example: $(function(){ $('#answer_1').click(function(){

if(this.value=="high"){ $('#answer_2').prop('checked', true); $('#price').prop('checked', false);
$('#starter_
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